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I. Committee Background

The International Olympic Committee (IOC) is a not-for-profit independent

international organization established on June 23, 1894. Founded by scholar Pierre de

Coubertin and businessman Demetrios Vikelas, the IOC aims to conduct, promote, and regulate

the Olympic Games in the modern era. The IOC serves as the supreme authority of the Olympics

and is responsible for coordinating the relations and actions of all members of the Olympic

movement. This includes the National Olympic Committees (NOCs), International Federations

(IFs), athletes, and Organising Committees for the Olympic Games.

Since 1999, the number of IOC members has been set to 115. The executive board,

however, consists of the committee President, four Vice-Presidents and ten other members. All

the members of the Executive Board are elected by IOC members by secret ballot, by a majority

of votes cast, for a four-year term in which they represent their respective countries. The IOC

holds a Session at least once a year, serving as its General Assembly. At these Sessions, members

elect new members, choose host cities, review the Olympic charter, oversee regulations, and

serve as guardians for the Olympic Games.

II. Introduction

Description and Definition of the Topic

The Olympic Games are the world's leading sports event; athletes from all over the world

gather to compete in the alternating Summer and Winter Games, held every four years. Three

medal classes are available: gold, silver, and bronze, which are given to the winners in the first,

second, and third places for each event. Even so, a medal's prestige is not as grand compared to

the honor of holding an Olympic record. For years, athletes have trained arduously to have their

names go down in history books and set new records, pushing the limits of the human body.

However, in the past number of years especially, Olympic records have reached a point where

they might never be broken; records have gotten to the point that they have surpassed what the

human body is capable of achieving. According to journalist Daniel Engber, "the math behind

record-breaking is such that over time, the frequency with which records are broken will

continually diminish," this is the sad reality for current Olympians — it is nearly impossible to

hold an Olympic record (Staff, 2015).

In light of this ongoing situation, an international team of scientists, led by Ghanaian

biopharmaceutical scientist Razak Ismail, finalized a revolutionary performance-enhancing

substance in late 2042. After almost 30 years of testing, the drug was ready for human usage
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and named Olysterio, quickly becoming a highly sought-after substance in the athletic world.

Characterized by its pale blue color, Olysterio is taken via injection and briefly augments muscle

mass and strength (strength increases by roughly 5-20% of the original force, and muscle mass

increases by 2–5 kg). In the many years of research conducted by Dr. Ismail, Olysterio has had

no observable life-threatening side effects. Where the average performance-enhancing

substance leads to numerous long-term health defects, other than temporary or minimal effects,

there is no consequence for ingesting this substance. In Ismail's official study, the currently

recorded side effects of Olysterio are increased hair growth, acne, temporary fluid retention,

suppressed appetite, and nail growth. The most extreme side effect recorded was baldness. In

the past, doping was banned for the Olympics and most sports because it puts athletes who take

performance-enhancing substances at a significant advantage against those who do not. Such

discourages athletes that do not dope, incentivizing them to take harmful drugs to compete,

which endangers their health. However, the development of Olysterio may create a modern

competitive environment, with the possibility of enhancing athletic performance without any

long-lasting consequences.

The Problem

Athletes have reached an inability to break records within the Olympic Games. With

stability in records, international audiences have become disinterested in the tournament,

leaving the Olympic Games with a worrisome vision for the future. In past years, participants

have taken it upon themselves to break records illegally by using performance-enhancing

steroids. Dr. Ismail and his team have created a pathway to the relevant argument surrounding

the ethicality of drugs used to enhance their performance. Many participants have been

competing at a disadvantage because of the defiance and cheating on behalf of doped players,

costing them the chance of victory. Apart from the injustice of drug use, high risks are involved

with certain types of steroids, especially if they become abused. Some concerning effects regard

high blood pressure, heart diseases, and strokes. The Olympic Games believe in “a clean

competition,” leaving steroids no place within the games. The steroids or any narcotic use

interrupts the integrity of such morals placed to lead to a fair win. However, people have now

started to realize that society has been presented with a drug that proves to be harmless. Such

has created a more significant controversy because people are still inclined to a “clean

competition.” Yet, if the drug is considered “clean,” why wouldn’t the Olympic board pass the

availability legislation? The biggest concern is to keep the Olympic Games relevant because the

games are known to symbolize the unity of countries and their alliance with peace. Therefore, if

the Olympic Games disintegrate because of stability in records, the representation of union with

countries will vanish.

To a certain extent, it would eventually become impossible to improve measured

Olympic records. No person can run that millisecond faster or jump that millimeter higher.

Nevertheless, as Olysterio could be legalized, a whole new question can be embedded into the

competition: how far can the body possibly reach with all the help it can get? Such a question
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ignites anticipation and excitement in scientific and athletic communities, possibly raising the

standard for peak athletic performance. These stimulants are already circulating; it is just a

matter of time before athletes seek out Olysterio. Unless drug consumption is monitored

effectively, drugs like Olysterio will transform the sport into one with corruption from members

with a powerful socioeconomic influence. However, if everyone has equal access to the drug,

Olympians will no longer be equipped with an unfair advantage. It is arguable that the intensity

of athlete training already surpasses the recommended amount for a healthy person, meaning

that the role is already cumbersome – almost superhuman. Olympic swimmer Simone Manuel

claims that “overtraining syndrome” is quite common within the athletic community (Medaris,

2021). She explains the deep-seated frustration: “I feel like we’re not proud of ourselves until we

accomplish something great” (Medaris, 2021). This feeling leads to current athletes pushing

limits beyond their regular capacity. Why would using supplements be much different? Well, the

concept of maintaining a holistic competition would be severely compromised by this

advancement. Artificial supplements create a false ideal for athletes, and those striving for

greatness would be encouraged to cut corners no matter the cost. Seeing as the Olympics are a

worldwide event, the idea of introducing performance-enhancing substances must be endorsed

by most countries, which vary within their drug administration and transportation. This will

require intense coordination to support athletes and unite the world to treasure the Olympic

Games. In any case, the Olympics will not be able to prevail without some systematic change;

either the athletes go under risk, or the whole competition goes under a complete

transformation.

III. History of the Topic

Chronological History of the Topic

The first known Olympics took place in Greece in 776 B.C., where even then athletes

were doping. Back then, athletes used various methods to improve their performance, such as

opiate-laced drinks and eating animal parts known to contain testosteron. That being said, the

practice was still illegal: "if athletes were caught cheating at the ancient Olympic Games in

Greece, they were punished for their offense" (Alexander & Deshmukh, 2022). When caught,

athletes were banned from participating in the Olympics, and their names were carved in a

stone, a dishonor that would be remembered for years to come. The Greek Olympics had a

highly negative view of doping, citing the unfairness that comes from competing with other

athletes and dishonoring the sacred event.

Over 2,500 years later, after being inspired by the ancient Olympic Games, Baron Pierre

de Coubertin founded the modern Olympics in 1896 creating the International Olympic

Committee (IOC). Since the modern games started, there have been doping scandals among

athletes during the Olympic games. To counter the use of performance-enhancing substances,

the IOC created a Medical Commission (IOC-MC) in 1960 and later created a list of prohibited

substances in the Olympics in 1967. Substances such as beta-blockers used for lowering blood
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pressure, diuretics to hide the usage of banned substances, and glucocorticosteroids used to

enhance physical performance, were commonly used in the games at the time and thus were

officially restricted.

The first doping test for the games was introduced in 1968 by the IOC-MC. However,

despite these measures to catch doping, athletes continued to use steroids and other substances.

For example, the 1980 Olympics in Moscow are known to have been the "cleanest" doping

record in history. Not a single athlete tested positive throughout the games. Yet, it was then

revealed, and later reiterated by UT Austin professor Dr. Thomas Hunt, that the KGB was

“swapping urine samples,” effectively protecting all athletes using performance-enhancing drugs

(Hunt, 2011). According to Konstantin Volkov, a now 96-year-old athlete who won a silver

medal in the 1980 games, a laboratory employee threw all his urine samples out and gave him a

different sample, being told to “turn this one in” as no one would know (Hunt, 2011). The

Russian coaches gave performance-enhancing substances to the athletes who were most likely to

win before the game, knowing that they would not be caught. Records were broken at a never

before seen rate, with 74 records being set by the end of the games (Hunt, 2011). Years later,

these Olympic games would be nicknamed "the Chemist Games" by the Australian Senate, citing

the damage it did to the athletic community and emphasizing the possibility that almost no gold

medalist won their medal without some sort of drug (Hunt, 2011).

By the mid to late 2020s, a series of tragedies shocked the world. In 2025, Olympic gold

medalist Simone Biles suffered a neck injury — leaving the gymnast paralyzed from the waist

down and forcing her into retirement. In 2027 Russian teen figure skating prodigy Kamila

Valieva suffered a severely broken ankle that nearly led to amputation after failing an attempt at

landing a quintuple axle, one of the most difficult jumps in figure skating. Most tragic, in 2029,

Japanese high diver Yun Kōta lost his life after incorrectly landing a double back somersault

with five twists from 80 ft in an attempt to break the record for the highest given score in that

category. Thus, the athletic community has grown even more desperate regarding

performance-enhancing drugs, seeing as though the human body’s limits are becoming more

apparent.

In light of these tragedies, Ghanaian biopharmaceutical scientist Razak Ismail became

set on developing an alternative to harmful doping that would still help athletes improve their

physical capabilities to prevent them from putting their lives on the line. For many years he

conducted individual research before assembling a team of around 100 international

pharmaceutical scientists, biological engineers, pharmacologists, and biotechnologists to

develop what would later be known as Olysterio. In a 2032 interview with CNN, while discussing

the first human test for this newly developed drug, pharmacologist Charlotte Gaboury said that

the team’s “project has the capabilities and the potential to improve humans’ physical

development and performance” (CNN, 2032). Olysterio could not only be used by athletes but it

could also be introduced to other areas of work, potentially improving the quality of life of

thousands all over the world.

By 2042, the International Olympic Committee decided to consider the legalization of

Olysterio. If adopted, athletes would not have faced repercussions if they chose to use the drug
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to enhance their abilities. However, the legalization of the drug caused controversy among

athletes and non-athletes alike, with athletes from poorer countries facing a disadvantage due to

their countries not having the funds to cover doping expenses. Due to the tragedies and scandals

surrounding Olympic events, non-athletes have begun to boycott the games, causing a

significant dip in profits from sponsors and celebrity endorsement. As a result, a handful of

countries have started withdrawing from the Olympic Committee, seeing as though they can no

longer afford to participate.

Despite its controversies, Olysterio has allowed records to be surpassed and has kept

viewers watching. Without the drug, the Olympic Committee would find itself where it was

nearly three decades ago. With the 2056 Olympics rapidly approaching, there are three

problems: withdrawal of international participation sponsors, Olympic delegations terminating

their collaboration with the Olympic organization, and distribution to athletes.

Historical Case Studies

United States (Lance Armstrong)

In 1996, American cyclist and seven-time Tour de France winner Lance Armstrong faced

a pivotal tragedy. Armstrong was diagnosed with testicular cancer, which rapidly spread to other

areas of his body. However, this did not stop him from further pursuing his cycling career.

Armstrong“became the second American to win the Tour de France, the sport’s most prestigious

race” in 1999; he remained in first place for the next seven consecutive years, surpassing any

previous winning record in history (Abt, 2022). His success inspired people across the globe to

continue fighting for their passions, no matter the circumstances and struggles they faced.

However, over a few years, monitors had found traces of corticosteroid, a banned substance, in a

cream Armstrong used prior to the race. Even though Armstrong was rapidly cleared of any

cheating allegation, in 2010 another cyclist admitted to the USA Cycling official that he,

Armstrong, and other teammates would dope while racing. The cyclist also admitted that the

drugs would decrease their final race time due to higher endurance from a lack of muscular

sensitivity. Two years later, in 2012, the US Anti-Doping Agency (USADA) confirmed that Lance

was found guilty of using illegal performance-enhancing methods such as blood transfusions

and testosterone injections, along with taking erythropoietin and human growth hormone (Abt,

2022). Although the accused cyclist stood by his innocence, the evidence of him doping was

credible and abundant. Because of the clear evidence against him, Lance Armstrong was banned

from cycling, and all of his titles were revoked. In 2015, the cyclist was asked whether he would

do it again after admitting to using illegal substances during the races, in which he responded:

“If I was racing in 2015, no, I wouldn’t do it again because I don’t think you have to. If you take

me back to 1995, when it was completely and totally pervasive, I’d probably do it again”

(Clausen, 2015). Still, since most athletes in the Tour de France doped during their races, the

playing field was mainly even, in spite of the fact that doping was not permitted. Yet,

Armstrong’s accomplishments as a cancer survivor and champion were annulled from existence,

with his reputation being tarnished (Armstrong’s Doping Downfall, n.d.). In 2040, however,
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Armstrong’s name resurfaced. The athlete was considered part of the Tour de France’s “Golden

Age,” seeing that the general public missed the days when the race used to be “fun” and not

plagued by controversy. On the one hand, the ban on these drugs allows some athletes to gain

the upper hand and get away with doping as long as they are not caught. Nevertheless, supplying

the substances would permanently impact the morality and expectations in sports, perhaps

harming all athletes in the process.

Russia (Russian Olympic Committee)

One of the most infamous cases of doping was back in 2014 when Russian athletes who

were participating in the Winter Olympics, specifically the gold medal-winning figure skating

and cross-country ski teams, failed a simple drug test that brought back decade-long

assumptions about the falsity of Russian athletes (Kaplan, 2022). The director of the nation's

anti-doping laboratory stated that several Russian athletes at the Olympics in Sochi, including at

least 15 medal winners, were part of a state-run doping plan projected for several years to ensure

they would win (Ruiz, 2016). Reports were made about Russian anti-doping experts and

intelligence service members supposedly replacing tainted urine samples with clean urine.

Following the reports, the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) took the liberty of sanctioning

Russia, including the ban on athletes representing Russia and the restriction on using the

Russian flag. Russia's sanctions were followed through, and those Russian athletes had to pay

the price for future Olympic Games by not being able to compete, at least not under the Russian

flag. Furthermore, other countries' athletes lost hope of winning medals and were disadvantaged

during the games. An international sports association as prestigious as the Olympics should not

be fooled by a simple drug test and dishonest athletes, which brings down not only the Olympic

name but also the hope of countries supporting their athletes. Consequently, the WADA

recommended that Russia be once more "deemed non-compliant" and subject to a four-year

hosting ban. During this time, Russia was not permitted to host, participate, or submit bids for

international athletic events (Ruiz, 2016). This decision led to an ongoing fight with Russia,

sometimes over the court, and Russian athletes can be pulled out from the Olympics at any false

move. Since their initial ban, relations between the Russian Olympic delegation and the Olympic

committee have remained tumultuous.

China: (Sun Yang)

In 2018, 28-year-old three-time Olympic champion Sun Yang faced a critical hit to his

career that prevented the athlete from competing in the 2020 Tokyo Olympics. The Chinese

swimmer was banned from competing for eight years after being found guilty of doping offenses

when he failed to cooperate with officials who tried to collect his blood. To this day, Yang is the

record holder for the 1500-meter freestyle, which he broke during the 2012 Olympics in London.

Not only was he the first Chinese swimmer to win gold, but he was also considered one of

China’s most popular sports figures, with 16 additional medals from world championships, 11 of

which are gold. However, that was not Yang’s first ban related to prohibited-enhancing

substances. In 2014, Chinese swimming officials banned the athlete for three months after
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failing a stimulant drug test; the specifics of the incident were not disclosed to the public. Flash

forward to November 2018, a hearing was held for Sun’s case after an incident where

anti-doping officials visited Sun’s family home to collect blood and urine samples. The visit

turned confrontational, and officials stated that a vial containing Sun’s blood was reportedly

broken with a hammer; the Associated Press later reported that the Olympic champion’s

mother instructed a security guard to break the casing around the container so it was unusable

for testing (NPR, 2021). The ban is the first imposed on a Chinese sports figure as influential as

Sun, who is a national hero nearly on the same level of influence as the country’s former

basketball star Yao Ming. During the whole affair, Sun strongly believed in his innocence, telling

news outlets that he was pushing for an appeal to “Let more people know the truth” (Sun 2018).

At the time, fans on social media took the World Anti-Doping Agency’s decision as a huge blow,

flooding platforms with anger towards the decision and messages of support for the swimmer,

with not much attention given to the ‘crime’ itself.

Malaysia (Amir Siti)

In 2033 a Malaysian citizen and 5-time track and field consecutive silver winner, Amir

Siti, became the first testing subject for the doping alternative: Olysterio. The first attempt at a

legal compound drug would become a performance-enhancing doping medication with the

possibility of being accepted by the Olympic board. Since Amir was six, he had trained regularly

for almost 10 hours every day on the track; still, he was stuck in his range of movements. Thus,

because of his irritation towards his stable performance and unvarying velocity, he volunteered

to test the effects of Olysterio. Siti had hit an athletic plateau and seemingly reached a limit

regarding his physical capacities, so after thorough initial testing, he was injected with a small

dose of the medication. Ghanaian scientist, Dr. Razak, concluded that Olysterio increased the

athlete’s strength by 5-20%, with no definite side effects. Throughout three years, the team

behind Olysterio decided to keep track of Amir, who continued with day-to-day activities while

being injected once a week. After the three-year period concluded, medics from Dr. Razak’s team

saw no detrimental effects of withdrawal, and even to date, Siti holds a perfect medical record.

At the beginning of this trial period, the Olympic board was in a neutral position with its

association. Most of the agreement came from the disappointment in stable records, which led

to the viewer’s decline. With the audience believing an alliance existed between the Olympic

board and Dr.Razak Ismail, the board clarified their neutrality concerning Olysterio. Though

Amir Siti was the first athlete to break records in a long time, he received a controversial

response. With many celebrations came along protests, which became a clear example of the

importance of honesty in competition, especially if they became the test subject of a newly

invented medication.

Uganda (Rowan Achebe)

In 2040, Rowan Achebe, an athlete from Uganda, beat the world record with a

groundbreaking 8.54 seconds in the men’s 100-meter dash. He immediately became one of the
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most recognized athletes in the world. The public was extremely excited about the new world

record, mainly because Usain Bolt’s 100m record of 9.58 seconds was not beaten for 31 years. As

Rowan was a promising athlete capable of beating the world record, there was a 40% increase in

viewers of the Olympics game at the time than in previous years. Still, a study conducted by the

Sports Biomechanics department at the University of Bath had previously concluded that no

athlete would beat Usian’s record in his lifetime. Thus, many started to wonder how Rowan

Usian’s “unbeatable” record. With increasing doubts, the Medical and Scientific Commission of

IOC decided to conduct a study on Achebe to know what differentiates him from other athletes.

A year later, in 2041, scientists officially concluded that Achebe was using a modified version of

compounds found in Olysterio combined with Testosterone, which guarantees a 10% muscle

strength and endurance boost. The substance was later named Olysterin-A5. This specific

property allowed it to bypass the doping test, where only a tiny percentage remained in the

blood cell before the game. That being said, it is still unknown how exactly the athlete obtained

Olysterio. Achebe’s record was immediately canceled, his medal was revoked, and he faced a ban

for the next Olympic games. Unlike most of the side effects that athletes experience after using

some form of performance-enhancing drug, Rowan’s health conditions were surprisingly good.

Because of this, the IOC conducted further confirmation with the help of Dr. Ismail that the

substance did not seem to have any side effects. In the present day, the modern form of

Olysterio is considered to be a safe drug that athletes can utilize. However, the fact is that

Achebe was still able to break a world record, regardless of the means he used to do it. Thus,

many believe that denying the athlete’s accomplishments tarnishes the very foundations of

competition and makes any future athletes weary of even competing in the first place.

IV. Key Players and Points of View

Haoyu Zhang (CHINA)

Born in 2002, fourteen-year-old Haoyu Zhang had been training for the gymnastics

Olympic event for over a decade, starting when he was four. His father, gymnast Liang Chang,

was injured a week before his first gymnastics Olympic competition in 2016 due to a twisting

dismount shattering his kneecap. Even after rehabilitation and rigorous training, Liang could

never return to the mat with the same skill. Therefore, his son, Haoyu, was to become what his

father never could: the youngest-ever Chinese gymnastics champion. His story became so

famous that one-sixth of the total tickets sold for the Olympic gymnastics event came from his

loyal supporters. Haoyu would undoubtedly win every first-place trophy in any local

tournament, escalating toward regional and national competitions. At home, the Chinese

gymnast had a strict diet designed perfectly to supply his nutritional needs and grow his

musculature, along with an allowance for flexibility. Zhang would later have to restrict his diet

even more as it was believed that he had developed diabetes. Nonetheless, this did not stop

Zhang’s chase for the Olympic dream; with routine insulin shots to treat his diabetes, Haoyu

Zhang continued his career. Yet, in reality, Zhang had a clean bill of health, indicating that he

did not have diabetes. The supposed insulin shots that he was injected were actually steroids
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which were made to boost his development. Because of his age, Haoyu Zhang was entirely

unaware of this addition to his system until US monitors found abundant traces of the drug in

his bloodstream after his first test of the Pre-Olympic rounds in 2015. In complete denial, Zhang

was shocked and informed his father about the absurdity of the accusation. His father then

confessed to adding the drug to his food as soon as he began to train, recognizing that the

primary reason his son succeeded so quickly was that additional support. Completely

dumbfounded, the gymnast left home. Due to the circumstances, the IOC allowed Zhang four

years to become clean and compete fairly without a penalty. Nevertheless, his dependency on

steroids became so intense that his body could no longer afford to live without them. Without

any medication to counter the detrimental effects of this drug, the athlete reluctantly returned to

it, seeing as he did not have any other choice if he wanted to survive. Because of his dedication

and rise to fame, many argue that the athlete still deserved a chance, but he physically could not

compete unless it was while doping. Soon enough, his story maintained its relevance as the IOC

further explored the athletes impacted by Olysterio. Due to the detrimental dependency on said

steroids, Zhang was forced into early retirement. For many years, he continued to work with the

Chinese Olympic Committee, eventually becoming a member of the IOC. Zhang is a member of

the IOC to this day, and he is still committed to using his athletic experience and background to

discuss issues surrounding the Olympic games.

Mark Otieno (KENYA)

In 2020, Mark Otieno, a 29-year-old 100m race athlete from Kenya, tested positive for

using Methasterone in the Tokyo Olympics. He was immediately disqualified just hours before

the short-distance 100m race. Otieno was banned previously by the Anti-Doping Agency of

Kenya in 2017 for 14 months due to doping. Mark was hoping to change the perception of

Kenyan athletes, who gained success in mid and long-distance races but were unable to compete

in short distances. With Otieno’s hope and potential of crushing the Jamaica-US party, people’s

expectations were getting higher and higher. “I am going to that race knowing that I am also the

same as these guys, we have all qualified,” he said, “I can win it, why not?.” (Mohammed, 2021).

Regarding the positive drug test, Otieno alleged that his nutritional supplements were

contaminated with a possible banned substance, which resulted in a positive test result.

Nonetheless, the Athletes Integrity Unit (AIU) punished Otieno with a lengthy ban from

the competitive games. They argued that the athlete’s “personal duty is to ensure no prohibited

substance” (Kimutai, 2022) enters their body. However, on September 1st, 2022, the AIU

announced that it had mistakenly accused Otieno of using prohibited substances. His case was

then presented in a Disciplinary Tribunal and he was finally fully unbanned from participating

in the Olympics in 2024. Unfortunately by this time he was a 33-year-old athlete in 2024, and

Otieno could not compete against others. Thus, he gave up on his career and started to make

campaigns that supported the decrease of rigidness in the AIU. Otieno gained support for his

campaign from his fans and later got the opportunity to become one of the board of directors of

the WADA. As a director with significant experience regarding drug use, he is now providing the

board with many different perspectives. He supports increased care surrounding
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performance-enhancing substances; however, he does not favor said substances. Cases like these

raise questions about the effectiveness of current anti-doping policies and whether doping

would have made the game more interesting.

Sha’Carri Richardson (USA)

Sha’Carri Richardson is a former American track star who won the NCAA championship,

which named her one of the ten fastest women in the world at the age of 19. However, after a

stunning performance at the US trials, she tested positive for marijuana use on July 1, 2021; she

was officially banned from the Tokyo Olympics 100-meter dash (Chappell, 2022). In light of said

events, the United States Anti-Doping Agency implemented a one-month suspension for the

athlete who, per the WADA prohibited list and the World Anti-Doping Code, broke the doping

protocol (Perishable, 2021). Ricardson’s case devastated the whole country, which was excited to

see her rise to fame; however, her acknowledgment and acceptance of the punishment, as well as

her apology, will serve as a crucial example of how athletes and competitors may successfully

move past bad choices (Perishable, 2021). In response to her substance abuse, the USDA

established that if the athlete’s drug were uncorrelated to the sport, the sanction would be cut

down to 3 months, further reduced to one month if the athlete chooses to complete a substance

abuse treatment program provided by the USDA (Perishable, 2021). Sha’Carri completed the

counseling program and started the suspension on July 28. The young athlete stated that doping

was pressure from the upcoming Olympics and qualifying, which led to much criticism from

citizens (Sha’carri Richardson, 2022).

In 2022, United States president Joe Biden wanted to change the drug testing rules

governing athletes. However, Biden’s suggestion was ruled out because most nation-states

considered marijuana use a criminal offense. This ruling consequently limited Richardson’s

participation in various competitions and affected the development of her career in the long run.

Ultimately, Richardson’s case contributed to a lot of drug use debate within the sports

community, increasing the allowed metabolite from 15 ng/mL to 150 ng/mL in Olympic athletes.

Still, it cost her a spot on the Olympic team in the Tokyo events (Sha’carri Richardson, 2022).

Fortunately, she was able to compete again in the next Olympic Games because of her behavior

and participation in the counseling program. Though Richardson had a lengthy career, her

experience with her suspension gave her a perspective into what doing in the Olympic world was

like. After retiring from running at age 41, Richardson continued working in athletics. This

ultimately led her to become involved with the American Olympic division, and she was later

elected to become a member of the IOC. During her career as an IOC member, Richardson’s

point of view has been more liberal regarding the rigidness surrounding performance-enhancing

substances. Though she is currently against legalizing Olysterio, she believes that the rules and

regulations need to be revised to be less detrimental to athletes.

Sasha Golubev (RUSSIA)

Sasha Golubev was one of the most memorable figure skating stars in the early 2020’s.

Trained since she was five years old, she quickly became Russia's golden star. With each
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performance, she proved time and time again that her talent could not be surpassed. Sasha

frequently broke records that would seem increasingly challenging to upstage; however, this all

became a distant memory when the 25-year-old was caught using a performance-enhancing

substance. The steroids she was using elevated her skills and notably increased her resistance

and speed. This news was nothing new in Russia's use of performance-enhancing medications;

however, the difference between past reactions and the reaction to Golubev's case was that the

Olympic board ignored Golubev's use of dope. The Olympic board clarified that Sasha's

substance use did not cause the desired effect. Though it was not completely disclosed to the

public, it had been a pending trial for some time. The drug had already been proven to be

completely safe, with absolutely no side effects. The passiveness in the face of Golubev’s use of

performance-enhancing substances deeply upset spectators because if it was regularly used,

would the moral ethic of the Olympic Games be destroyed, or would it be the same only now

with every athlete using a performance-enhancing substance? Hence, the only thing needed was

for the board to create legislation that openly accepts the use of steroids or punishes the

participants entirely and prevents the use of the substances in future possibilities. Furthermore,

the audience's opinion was still in controversy, as the undecided board was still in neutrality,

and with the viewer's rate in need of expanding, they remained silent. Golubev's case was

internationally recognized and forced her to early retirement. Her experience however, did not

go to waste as later on in her life, she became an IOC member.

Freja Andersson (SWEDEN)

Then 22-year-old Freja Andersson was a prominent rising figure in Sweden’s

cross-country ski scene in the 2020s. However, despite the young athlete’s outstanding skill in

the sport, she insisted on using the newly developed Olysterio to enhance her performance,

becoming one of the first athletes to try it. Her reason for wanting a prescription for Olysteiro is

unclear. Some speculate the athlete’s struggle with anxiety may have something to do with her

insistence; however, her superiors denied the prescription, their reasoning being Andersson’s

young age and her excellent athletic performance. Nevertheless, Andersson kept insisting on

becoming a test subject for Olysterio up until the 2030s when, with the permission of her

designated National Olympic Committee, she was permitted a prescription. The prescription did

not come cheap, not in terms of money, but of public backlash; While doping in sports has

become slightly destigmatized in Sweden since the possible legalization of Olysterio, athletes

who use the performance enhancers are not viewed the same as ‘clean’ athletes. The Swedish

public sees doping as a greedy way for athletes to keep competing and winning gold medals well

past their prime; they disapprove of the athletes, not so much the institution that allowed

doping. As previously mentioned, by the 2034 Olympics, Andersson was permitted to test

Olysterio, and with it came criticism from fans worldwide. Though she would not compete in the

games yet, the IOC partnered with the EU to organize an inter-European competition to further

develop research for the possible legalization of Olysterio. However, many fans demonstrated

their disappointment in the athlete, others expressed sadness that the athlete feels pressured to

excel in competitions, and a minority even berated her coaches, along with the IOC, for
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encouraging and backing this behavior instead of getting Andersson to help in the form of

counseling. That being said, an unprecedented and unfortunate series of events unfolded in the

Inter-European Games after the Swedish Olympic team found themselves on the receiving end

of public humiliation after Andersson, despite having been on Olysterio, found the gold medal

for the cross-country ski snatched by Norway. Not only did Anderson lose in an event in which

she took a performance enhancer, but she was left with anxiety attacks unrelated to the drug.

This event delivered a massive blow to Anderson’s career, reputation, and the integrity of her

superiors and the Swedish Olympic team. After the event, she took a hiatus from competing and

started seeing a psychologist. After many years, her run-in with the adverse effects of

performance enhancers left her unable to compete. Anderson pursued work in her National

Olympic Committee, joining the IOC panel as a member to discuss this pressing issue. After her

experience, Anderson has taken a strong stance against performance-enhancing drugs stating

that “they do nothing for competition, and affect [athletes] beyond physical health.”

Committee Past Actions

In the 1960s, the International Olympic Committee started combating doping and

established a zero-drug policy. The committee backed the creation of the World Anti-Doping

Agency (WADA) in 1999 following scandalous doping in a 1998 cycling event. WADA is made up

of governments from all over the world and is funded equally to produce scientific research and

the improvement of anti-doping capacities. In February 1999, the IOC convened the First World

Conference on Doping in Sport in Lausanne, bringing together involved organizations

specialized in combating doping. Because the IOC is responsible for hosting the Olympic Games,

they vastly contributed to the anti-doping role, especially regarding administration and funding.

In fact, according to WADA, “IOC provides half of WADA’s budget” (Olympic & Paralympic

Committees, 2018). Inter-collaboration with the IOC and WADA determined that a drug is

illegal under three criteria: if the drug improves athletic performance, if depriving athletes of the

drug would be bad for their health, and if consuming the substance goes against the spirit of

sports (Who We Are, 2022). These criteria have been essential for the integrity of all athletes, as

all rights should be protected concerning anti-doping. WADA follows the strictest ethical

guidelines and steers clear of improper influences or conflicts of interest that could skew

impartial judgment and create laws, regulations, and practices that uphold equity and justice.

Even today, WADA ensures that everyone has equal opportunities to be represented. However,

with the world expecting more from athletes, WADA and the IOC are struggling to keep all

games drug-free.

The IOC put a lot of effort into fighting against doping through cooperation with

organizations of the United Nations, such as UNODC. The International Convention Against

Doping in Sport was adopted unanimously by UNESCO’s General Conference in October 2005

but then gained force on February 1st, 2007. This treaty, which aims to ensure a consistent

approach to doping, had the fastest speed of development and implementation among the

various conventions UNESCO has created. Half of UNESCO’s member states were already fully
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committed to eliminating doping in sports in just three years. However, despite the triumphant

performance of such a treaty, doping continued over the years. Later on, WADA developed The

World Anti-Doping Code with several revisions in 2006, 2011, and 2017. On February 24, 2021,

the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) partnered with the IOC to conduct

research aimed at protecting the health of athletes through science. They have since facilitated

the sharing of scientific knowledge on new performance-enhancing substances and have

co-organized six international conferences on new psychoactive substances. The International

Collaborative Exercises, a laboratory that exercises in drug analysis, has provided more than

15,000 reference samples to 109 countries to assist the UNODC in identifying possible

internationally spread substances that can be abused by the users. Then, on November 9, 2021,

the UNODC extended its agreement or Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to further fight

corruption and crime in sports, with one of its focuses being the prevention of the use of drugs.

The Memorandum lasted until 2025.

The possible legalization of Olysterio has rocked the athletic community to its core.

Namely, the effect on competition has created questions regarding the immense gap between

doping and non-doping athletes. Consequently, more and more countries have begun to

withdraw their participation in the games. Many developing countries find it difficult for their

athletes to be on the same playing field, quite literally, as Olysterio-using athletes. These

countries are unable to keep up with financial and orgazational costs. Many activist groups,

consisting of both athletes and non-athletes alike, have clarified how the games have become an

event for only wealthy countries. Because of this growing movement, the Sports Without

Stimulants (SWIS) campaign was created by Finish activist Mattias Koskinento in order to

reinstate the Olympic Games’ mission of global unity through sports. The SWIS has become a

voice of morality in the eyes of many sports enthusiasts. However, SWIS’s growth in popularity

has proven to be a problem for the Olympics. Those who are siding with the SWIS movement

have even started a boycott of the Olympics. Not only does the boycott affect viewer engagement,

but SWIS influence has started to influence the economic and social world as well. In 2050,

Coca-Cola, one of the Olympics’ most prominent sponsors, withdrew their sponsorship with gold

medal gymnast and then face of Coca-Cola, Liane Jonelle. Jonelle suffered severe anabolic

steroid addiction, to the point where she had to be sent to a hospital due to withdrawal stress.

Companies like Coca-Cola, with athlete sponsors such as Jonelle, have terminated their

contracts with the Olympics, deciding to side with the SWS movement to fund athlete

rehabilitation.

V. Current Status

Currently, there are only 30 countries registered for the Olympics. Over time, countries

have been dropping out because of the low audience rate. Thus, the games are slowly starting to

disintegrate, which is terrifying because, as we know, the Olympics represent peace and

cooperation among nations. The friendly competition carried throughout the games has led to
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permanent alliances among representatives or people and instutions in positions of power.

Therefore, if the games end, the possibility of these alliances ending is also present. Now more

than ever, delegates must think of a new possible idea that could captivate the Olympic games

audience again. The most recent idea given to the Olympic board is to allow athletes to use

performance-enhancing drugs that do not contain any health side effects, pushing a new

boundary for athletic competition. The allowance of such drugs in the competition means that

athletes would have the opportunity to enhance their given talent and create endless, limitless

records. The idea behind the decision was that it would allow athletes to break records again,

which in turn would allow the Olympics to gain a bigger audience; this concept would initiate

countries to rejoin the games. If the doping medication were to work, the new

performance-enhancing drugs would push the limits set by the past doping medication —

leading to the possibility of establishing extreme records. However, there are some downsides to

permitting the use of drugs, as scientists who have been experimenting with the ideal

performance-enhancing drug are yet to find the perfect formula. Yet, the scientists have

explained that the experimenting will not end until they create the perfect medication.

After the all-time high of “4.7 billion viewers–or 70% of the world’s population–turn[ing]

in to watch the [Olympic] Games in the 2008 Beijing competition, viewership has decreased

ever since” (Hui, 2008). This high viewership was present in the games until the

experimentation of new substances became popularized; a development initially kept under

wraps became a rumor propagated worldwide. Although the Olympics did not expect to surpass

its viewership numbers since the Beijing competition due to its loss in engagement over the

years, the year 2052 marked a substantial increase in viewers. Ukraine 2052 demonstrated

athletes with the ability to surpass what is considered human. Correspondingly, the game’s

viewership skyrocketed, with a 126% increase across the globe. Hence, the controversial use of

Olysterio has created exciting possibilities for the athletic world, however, not without its fair

share of repercussions.

Consequently, the use of Olysterio in the Olympics has created a monumental separation

between athletes who do and do not medicate. On one side, the increased potential creates a rise

in competitiveness and popularity, but the possible side effects can be detrimental to the user.

Nevertheless, those who do not dope have improved physical wellness but fall far behind the

competition. This lack of growth would cost the Olympic Games many of its viewers, sponsors,

and in turn, its economic stability, not to mention the union that the Olympic Games represent.

With the upcoming Olympics and the introduction of Olysterio, the playing field has

been transformed entirely. It is up to the representatives of the International Olympic

Committee to make a choice regarding the possible addition of performance-enhancing

substances to the playing field. It is crucial for representatives to consider different

consequences and perspectives on this multifaceted issue, for Olyserio could be both the

salvation or the end of the Olympics as we know them.
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